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The 1955 Mercedes-Benz 300SL is one of Daimler-Benz's most famous cars, which celebrated its 100th anniversary in 1986. He has built many memorable models this century, but few are more widely known - or coveted - than the shiny 300SL Gullwing coupe. Classic Cars Image Gallery Advertising
Derived from a successful but short-lived 300SLR racer of 1952, Gullwing was, in some ways, technically superior to its parents. Both used a fully independent suspension, with conventional D-B swings at the back, and a sophisticated tubular chassis. The latter dictated unique doors with a canopy on the
roof. Since the tubing ran halfway up the machine, the usual side-hinged doors would compromise the rigidity of the frame. The solution was clever, though it left very high and wide windowsills that made the receipt or out of something out of routine work. While the SLR ran with a three-coal 3.0-liter
straight eight, the roadgoing SL was powered by an 183-cc-inch in-line six unveiled with the 1951 Mercedes-Benz 300, modified with a newly developed Bosch mechanical fuel injection system. The result is even more power than the mirror unit - originally 215 hp (DIN) at 5800 rpm - and performance,
which is exceptional even by today's standards. The 0-60 mph dash usually takes 8.5 seconds, and the top speed was 145-165 mph depending on gear. Unfortunately, the 300SL will be as short-lived as the SLR. At $7,500 in the U.S., it cost more than twice as much as a Chevrolet Corvette and $1,000
more than a Cadillac Eldorado, but it was too purposeful - some said Spartan - for most of those who could afford it. After building only 1400 Gullwing coupes from 1954 to early 1957, the D-B switched THE SL to a convertible-style bodywork with front door loops and the same common lines. Offered until
1963, the roadster saw 1,858 copies before the 300SL was discontinued (along with the four-cylinder 190SL) in favor of the 230SL pagoda. But this is the magical Gullwing that everyone wants. It's a pity they're not enough to walk. Even if you find the owner willing to part with one, you need an
understanding banker and a six-figure bank balance to put it in your garage. This partly explains why Malcolm Bricklin and John DeLorean tried in vain to capture the magic of Gullwing in sports cars of their own. They were doomed to fail, of course, because Gullwing is the sort of car that comes along but
once in a lifetime. Thank God he came together in ours. For more information about cars, see: Classic CarsMuscle CarsNew Car SearchUsed Car Search copyright © 2020 HowStuffWorks, InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 Company Mladenov's black Mercedes image from the Fotolia.com Mercedes
Benz E320, unlike most cars, does not have transmission-liquid dipsticks. For this reason, you must purchase one from the dealer or car car store before checking and adding to the level of liquid. Once dipstick is acquired, the process of adding and checking the transmission fluid is identical to most other
cars. The liquids must be checked once a week and changed every 30,000 miles to keep your Mercedes in good condition. Turn on the car, allowing it to run for about 10 or 15 minutes to allow the engine to warm up. Pop the hood of the car and find the cover of the gear. You will see a red beanie behind
the engine and next to the gearbox. Unscrew the powertrain lid. Insert the dipstick into the liquid well. Let it set for 10 or 15 seconds. Pull out the dipstick and check the readings. You'll notice a line at the bottom that says: LOW and one on top that says: Full. If the liquid does not reach the LOW line, you
will need to add more. Pour the transmission fluid directly into the hole where you have screwed the lid. To re-check the levels, wipe the dipstick with a clean rag and repeat the process. Once the level of liquid is correct you can screw the lid back and turn off the car. DipstickTransmission FluidFunnelA
rag grey sky reflection image of Justin Calvert from Fotolia.com You drive along with the windows down enjoying the fresh air. It starts raining and you are trying to close the power windows on the vehicle. Three windows close completely, but one gets stuck about halfway up. You move to the other side,
get a piece of plastic out of the trunk, and use it to cover the open area and prevent rainwater from entering the vehicle. What's next? The source of the problem is a faulty regulator. Here's how you can fix or replace it. Open the car door and unplug and remove the door panel. This will require the removal
of three screws. The first screw is located next to the door wash and provides a small section of plastic finish that covers the two-yard panel. The second screw is behind the inner door handle of the housing lever. Use a flat screwdriver to dislodge the plastic case surrounding the lever of the door handle
before, so you can access that screw. The third propeller is located behind a small circular access panel in the area of the doorkonic armrest. Use a small flat-headed screwdriver to dislodge this access panel and you will see the screw. Pull the door panel away after removing the three screws, and
unplug the fork to the power window so you can remove the panel completely. Remove the bolt that provides the regulator to the window canal and disconnect the window pane from the regulator. Slide the glass into a closed position and fasten it in place with duct tape, wrapping a few pieces of tape
around the top of the door frame, so that it is attached to both sides of the window. Drill your four rivets that hold the regulator to the door frame. Remove regulator and replace it with a new one, citing the steps following above. Remove the duct tape from the window pane, connect the glass to the
regulator's window canal and fork power box. Once the power window works properly, you have to replace the door panel. The Jupiterimages/Comstock/Getty Images Mercedes Benz E320 is a four-door sedan that is part of the executive E-Class range of vehicles. The E320 was extremely reliable;
However, this car may be experiencing a number of problems. If you experience complications while working E320, there are a few things you can do to solve this problem. These methods require little knowledge; You can identify the problem (s) through smell, noise and feeling. Move to where you can
smell the sulphurous smell from your engine and then examine your Mercedes Benz E320 battery. The smell of this odor is often a sign that your battery is leaking electrolytes. If the sulphurous odor persists while the engine of your Mercedes Benz E320 stays running, you should definitely examine the
exhaust system of your engine as well as its fuel systems to make sure there is no damage to any of the components. If you have determined that battery is a problem, visit your local auto parts store and purchase a new battery. Explore the Mercedes Benz E320 ring next to the head pad. If you notice a
strong smell of gas coming from the engine, the piston rings of the Mercedes Benz E320 may have deteriorated, or its head pads cracked; both of these situations can lead to leakage. You can solve or minimize this problem by adding a lubricant spray. Use a specialized lubricant to spray around piston
rings and head pads; The spray can loosen and reverse the damage from years of wear and tear and make the parts functional again. Unfortunately, if the lubricant spray doesn't work, you'll need to replace the Mercedes Benz E320 engine. Smell under the hood, pushing out the hood and taking a whiff
immediately as the hood opens after the car has traveled several miles. You will check for a strange metallic smell. If you detect a smell, your clutch system may be burnt out and requires urgent attention. Often, after the E320 is operated for several years or exceeds 100,000 miles, the clutch system
begins to degrade due to the intense heat from the friction of the vehicle's operation. Extensive heat causes lubricants to evaporate inside the system and prevents the E320 from accelerating smoothly. A strange metallic smell, and comes from the engine can also be the front wheel spindle rubbing



against the rim and drums Mercedes Benz E320; this is normal when running on potholes and obstacles while driving. Look for mechanics to determine exactly where the smell comes from. Listen carefully to the front and rear wheels of your Mercedes Benz E320. Listen to any strange sounds like the
sounds of metal scraping. Sound like this can that there's a problem with the braking system, the system, If the sound occurs whenever you apply pressure on the brakes. You will definitely have to replace the brake pads, as the Mercedes Benz E320 is designed to alert the driver that the brake pads have
been worn as soon as the metal tab collides with the brake rotor. Take the E320 immediately to the auto shop or purchase brake pads for replacement. Notice any wet or clapping sound as you drive. Hissing or popping sounds usually indicate that your silencer has a hole in it. The horsepower of the E320
will fall and make the acceleration of the car sluggish. Change the silencer right away. Listen to any grinding or clang metallic sounds coming from under the hood. After 100,000 miles, the Mercedes Benz E320 tends to exhibit transmission difficulties that may require repair or even replacement. Feel how
the car works, and be vigilant in any shaking, sharp lunges or unexpected pauses in acceleration. Make sure that the alignment of your Mercedes Benz E320 is in good condition because tires that are not balanced properly tend to make the Mercedes Benz E320 veer left or right. You may think that you
are driving straight, but small changes in alignment can cause the car to veer. Unbalanced tires put a lot of strain on the engine, making it work harder. Check your tires by putting pennies between tire treads; You'll know right away that the tires need to be changed if you can see President Lincoln's head
above the treads. Take your Mercedes Benz E320 to the professional front end of the alignment services store. Check if the shock absorbers are worn out; If they are, your Mercedes Benz E320 will shake or shudder. The shock absorbers make the E320 easier to control and provide a smoother drive.
Mercedes Benz E320 management assumes that the owner must replace the shock absorbers for about every 150,000 miles. Flat screwdriverFlashlight32-connector wrenchesClaw hammerNeedle-nose plier pliers mercedes benz e320 repair manual pdf. 1996 mercedes benz e320 repair manual. 2000
mercedes benz e320 repair manual. 1996 mercedes benz e320 repair manual pdf. 2003 mercedes benz e320 repair manual. 2001 mercedes benz e320 repair manual pdf. mercedes benz w211 e320 repair manual. repair manual for mercedes benz e320
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